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:MJr ,lear Prime Minister

The paper r enclose iE'l the report being sent to the European Council today in
line \'li'th the Ita.lldate given the Commission on 30 I;fa;r 1980. This mandate called
for' a revie\v of the operation and funding of Conununity policies. T'ne
a.grioultlIT~l policy, and more specifically the U~itcd Kingdom's contribution
to the Gomnn.mi ty budg;et, 1'la.s singled out for special mention.

he CoJr.1rrl, s8icll h8s COme up 1d. th a number of reforms \'lhich, in its viehr E'L10'l..llC!.

help to deal ,dth the problems it 'l--la8 asked to consider. As you ,,:ill see, the
reforMs are f2_r-reaching. This is inevitable. Reforms cannot be effedive and.
lasting unless they get to the root 

of ovr present difficulties, which the

mandate itself recognized as :being stru.ctura.l~ 0'1lI' recommendations relate to
the structures 1-1hich can be changed using instrU!llents providec.'/. by the TrE:~t;y-.
A.YJ. intrinsic feature of the Community is that it is capable 

of changing :from
wi thin.

In ihe course of our' :renew we were brought face ,to face again Cl..YJ.d. again, i;ith
the . Community s :f'undam:ental equilibria, whic~ are based on the principle of

,. . '

soliQBxi ty and combine' to attain the general 'obj ecti ves enshrined in the Treaty
of Rome, namelY7 . t~ provide the men and women of Europe with better livip.g al~d
working conditions ' against a background of economic a.nd social progress. vIe
kept these objectives constantly before us. We also considered the danger of
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the same situation arising elsewhere in the Community, affecting an increasing

proportion of OUT working population, &~d the yo~~ger generation in particular

if we fail to take a broader, more idealistic view of our common task.

vle need to consider not only the Community s immediate problems but also the

problems beginning to take shape wi thin our frontiers and in the t-/orld

around us. vIe cannot bring matters und.er permanent control unless vie allOi-f

for the changes tr&YJ.sforrning our society and .the vast movements, reshaping our
planet. 1feknow from experience that no limits can be set t.o interdependence:

it is this law of human dynamics that carries the Commu..'1i ty forward. fut
there comes a time when attitudes must be changed and adapted to the new

dimensi on.

Ke must mobilize all the forces of the Community to take a stand against

the dangers that are mounting every day, dangers that are already threatening

the fabric of solidarity. The reforms we are proposing will be carrie1

tp~ough in the years when we should be preparing European society for ihe

21st century. Clearly, we cannot hope to forecast all the problems ,.,8 ,.rill
have to tackle. But the CoiP..r!l1111ity was , after all, created to mana.ge the

change its founders saw coming and initiate the change -they felt desirable.

Indeed, each time the Co~ity has acted in unison it has proved capable
of facing up to ux:precedented situations which none of our countries could

have coped with s~n~Lehanded. We can take up one of the . challenges tp~t
Ertrope \-:i11 have, ~.o ' ~ge before the end of' the century here and now. I am
thinking, of' course, of the challenge presented by the visible explosion in

the world' s poP\llation and the relative decline in ours. Nothing 'l-rill ever
be the same again in a world where a disturbed demographic balance, a new

industrial revolution, the restructuring of traditional industries and. the
geographical imbalance between rich and poor regions in terms of raw

materials, will act as sources of tension. We must do something to transform

this phenomenon from a threat of confrontation into a. shared opportunity
for 0111' children and the children of the world.
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I know that ,..em. are tully- aware of these issues. Indeed I only- mention

them because Europa s stake in all this is the main justifi ca.ti on for the

existence and the efforts of the Commission of which I am President. This

is why I feel bound to suggest that the community needs a special procedure

geared to the scale and the urgency of the problems facing 1;1.8, to iJIIplement

1:"1e arrangements and mechanisms discussed in the Commission s report. I am

convinced that our recommendations call for a specific approach. Cohesion

is vital if the measures proposed are to be introduced and applied in a

balanced fashion. And I doubt if cohesion would surviv~ the co:nple:xity of

noI'Ulal procedures, involving time-conS1.UIling consultations and discussions

wi thin one or more specialist Councils whose agendas are already full.

A better solution, to my mind, would be for the European Council to refer

the report now in your hands through the General Affairs Council toa select

group of trusted individuals chaired. 'by a member of the Council. The group

would report back by, say, the end of 1981. Because its, findings emanated

from a single high-level team, in which the Commission played the role

assigned to it 'by the Treaty, they could 'be examined in detail at an'
extraordina.r;y extended. meeting of the General Affairs Council with an

eye to the first European Council in 1982. Your Council could then draw

the necessary conclusions as quickly as possible.

In e.rJY event, the OOtJlIllission will be making appropriate proposals in the

course of 1981 to adjust the United Kingdom s contribution to the

Comnmni ty ' s 'budget, in 1982..

My purpose in, 'su~.gesting this proced~e.... whj.ch is not unlike ~ha.t followed

to launch a. n~'ber of important stagefJ "in the development of the Community- 

....;' . ' '.. 

. is to give DE;W iJIIpetus to the common policies which give concrete exp:ression

to tJ?,e so1i~ty 'b~tween our' countries and are the guarantee of their

indepenaence.. If .we advance resolutely in this direction... and the decision
to advance is ours - we will have gone a long way towards regaining control of

the destiDY we took in ~d 25 yeaX's ago when we set up the Community.. The

10."

/"""
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good. work has continued day by day in the interval with the instruments we
\-lere given then.. The instruments are still there. All we need to do is
harness them to new options which will enable our ten countries to converge

their efforts to develop their shared heri tageo

j, ,

J \,,:"":,

...-. . ._-

GastoQ. Thorn
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1. At the end of the war the Lessons of history Led the countries of
Europe to choose interdependence as the basis for reconstruction. Thus

the construction of Europe has come about in a way which meanS that a

shared inheritance already exists.

Today' the Community 's institutions' owe it , to the people of Europe

and to history, to defend and ,develop this inileritance. The Commission,

has been given responsibility for directing this development: 

has a constant duty to preserve what has been achieved and act in

such a w~ that the people of Europe come to regard the Community
as the surest w~ of shaping and influencing the future.

It is in this spirit that the Commission submits its

1980mandate given by the Council on 30 May

replies to the

2. In a period of world crisis this organized Europe must use its
strength to loo.sen the eXternal constraints that bind it. Its size

por' 1982 , the Community is pledged to resolve th~ problem by means of
structural changes (Commission mandate , to be' fulfilled by the end of
June 1981:' the examination will concern the development of Community
policies , without calling into question the common financial
respopsi bili ty for these policies which are financed from the Community
own resources , Qr the Qasic principles of the common agricultural policy.
Taking account of the situations and interests of all Member States
this examination will aim to prevent .the recurrence of unacceptable
situations for any of , them). ' If this is not achieved, the Commission will
make proposals along the lines of the 1980 to 1981 solutiol'j. and the 
Council will act accordingly.
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places it in a better position to get to grips with the problems

affecting it, whether these be energy, international competition,

inflation and unemployment. The degree of integration which has been

achieved but which has yet to be exploited to the full, has increased

the means avai lable for confronting these problems..

3. Aside ft"bm the use whi ch can be made of such Community measures", the scale of
the present problems calls for a joint strate~y based on a strengthened internal
solidarity and the adoption of a more vigorous stand towards the outs.ide
world. If this were generally accepted, if the strategy were made
sufficiently broad and credible , this potential force could be

harnessed to generating internal change, guaranteeing the success of

the third enlargement and giving renewed confidence and hope to a

young generation concerned about the future.

The Community, SOOn to be enlarged to twelve

can set an example to the world by adoptiD9 a constructive

approach to the problems facing mankind. This is a formidable task)
but the challenge of having to extend this approach beyond our own

frontiers and of ful fi II ing the expectations of those who refuse to
give in to fear and egotism is an exci ttng one.

4. If they are to tackle this ambitious task, the institutions must
resolve without hesitation to ful fi l the pol itical all iance
entered into by each Member State when it 'signed the original Treaties

or the Treaties of Accession.

In this wa;y the Community will finally take its rightful place in the world
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and become a catalyst for p~ace and developnent as it already is for it
Member States. 

The Commission 1s of the firm view that a return to the institutional

balance provide~ for ;n t he Treaties wouLd help to re-establish the unity of

purpose which ,pr.evailed when the Community was created. ' Without a process of de.;..

cision-making basedoh a better balance between the contributions made by

ll the institutions, the Community wi H never ' regain its dynamism or live 'up to
the expectations' of the people , of Europe.

Finally, the Commission considers that there can, be no development of

Community activities as long as the Community budget remains a:rtificia,lly
limited by: the current ceil ing on its- resources. / It will take the initiatives
required to have this constraint removed.

6. The construction of the Community, founded on sol idarity and economi c integration, and
with the constant 'improvement of'. living and wor,k:ing conditions as its
declared goal , has developed 'On a twpfoLd basis:

. a single internal market governed byjointly-devised canpetitior
rules which guarantee the free movement of goods and allow Community

industry to reap the benefits of an extensive market;

. a common agricultural policy which allows the free moV"ement of

. agricultural products , thus raising the standard of living of Europe's

agri cul tura l community - traditionall:y the less; favo!J'red section of the
population - and guaranteeing our food suppl less
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These two qchievements . nee? to be compl-eted by a ;ronetary system,

which is eBsential for balanced eco11O111.io developnent and progress towards

the free movement of people, services and capital. The common commercial

pol icy and the Community s: development policy should enable the Community to ful fit
'its appropriate role in the world. Additional pot i cies should be established to cope

wi~:h specific sit-ua;tions which market rules alone cannot regulate satisfactorily.

1. It has to be said that" u.p to now action ManDt been taken at the
same rate in all area.s" This is "doubtless one of the factors underlying the

crisis currentlyfadng the Community and the consequent lack of confidence.

Furthermore, the, cbange'S in the world economy over the last ten years and the
upheavals that have occurred in international relatiol1s have shown 

that existing

poli des will have to be developed or revi sed.

8. At present, the budget .reftects the imbalance between Community policies, but
the Commission considers that the budgetary aspect alone gives only a partial idea

of the nature of the C9mmunity. - In particular, it gives no idea of those policies

which have no budgetary dimenSion, such ' as competition policy, or which have so

far had a ~irtually negligible impact, such as industrial and energy policy. 

any case , Community policies have economic implications that go well beyond the

purely budgetary ~spect.

This is why the Commission has chosen not to confine itself to a purely

budgetary view in implementing its mandate.
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An effort i!lus't be :r.",d$ in all ",rryr'-~ t;) i!I,1!ke up for lost

time" This iathe ':1nly way of enl:"\U1'ing that unacceptable situa.t ions
~o net rec1U' and ensuring that consideration is given to the interests o~

all present or future Member States.

It is unrealistic to talk in teI'll1s of large-spale in!lustrial reEltructuring

or !lIore balanced 'agricultural developnent if no progress is made towards

eoonanic and monetary union , or to talk in teI'll1s of full freed-an -of movement
for workers in the absence of an ~mployment policy capable of affording a 

coherent answe~ at Community level to ' the unemployment problem. ' The increasingly
impC?rtant role which the' Community should be playing in th~ world will be illusory
if it is seen to be at the expE;nse of the weakest' regions and sectors of activi t:/ .

The Commission believes that if an, overall Community strategy war.a to be evolved,
based on a gerieralapproach and gu.iding principles to whi c h ' a II cou l d ,

subscribe without hesitation, then the greater tliscipline ar,d solidarity
that thi s would entai l would open up new prospects for stable, and
therefore lasting growth and fuller employment"

10. The Commission accordingl)f proposes that as regards monetary and economic

questio~ the Community should wHd on a foundation of genuine - and much tighter -

internal coordination between the Member Stat , coupled with a clearly-defined

common stance towards the outside wprld, so as to enhance the effects of national

poli ci es, consol idate the zone of monetary stability wfii ch it is endeavouring to
construct f and take responsibility for defending European interests vis-a-vis
our trading partners.
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Expansion of the :E:uropean Mon~tary System could be a powerful force

in making such a policy succeed, once all the Member States were
participating in it and the commitment to place the ECU at the: 

cent re

of the system had been realized. The needs of the Community's

economy and the state of the international monetary system are such

that decisive and rapid progress must be made ,towards a fully

institutionalized European Monetary System.

11. Equal priority attaches to systematic exploitation of the
opportunities provided by the European market. If we are to develop

a modern and dynamic industrial sector in Europe t it is essential

tha~ we have a single integrated market as this CLllows firms
to benefit from outlets on a continental scale and to invest with

the same degree of security as their American or Japanese competitors.

Communi ty firms must fully exploit the stock of confidence which

flows from a genuine internal market defined in both economic and

legal terms.

The customs union was one of the Community s first real achievements.

If it is to be completed, the variety of remaining barriers which are still

preventing the completion of the single market must as a priority be el 
iminated.

The Commission will take the specific initiatives in this respect.

It is quite legitimate for public authorities - and Community authorities

whenever their powers permit - to maintain their contribution to the creation

of a better .economic environment to promoting and to raising productivity.
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12. Nevertheless , the opportunities provided by; a genuine interna.~

market are no longer sufficient in thEmselves to enable the Canmunity

to canplete the process . of eeonanio change, given the crippl ing uncertainties

which beset it. 'A new dynamism is required~ which can transform actions and

attitudes anc! thus help to overcome the upheavals provoked. by the. energy crisis;
as well as to catch up on the growing delays, in the ' research field and to get

i'ndustrial innovation off the ground -at lGjst.

The failu:re to pursue a number of quite reasonable objectives - such as

substituting Canmunity cooperation fop fragplented and isolated national
policies, choosing the path of initiative rather than accepting the

existing situation , combining financial resources rather tha.n dispersing
them , reaping the benefits in external relations of positions

agreed in advance -- has prevented the Comlllunity from benef i t i ng from

i t.s size. A new strategy must be proposed for facing up to the challenges
of the eighties.

13. Energy production , particularly the new forms of energy and the
industries ~volved in developing thEm, offers considerable potential in

terms of growth and employment. Furthermore , by helpiiig to ease

pressures on the balance o.f payments , a successful energy policy will
create the conditions for an econanic upturn. 

The Canmission intends t'o propoS'e that precise targets be set , firstly
to achieve essent ial savings and secondly to expand the means of energy

production , build the necessary infrastructure, diversify sources o.

supply and encourage the use of new forms of energy. It will help to finance
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thsseacti;rit ie's by c"c,7,dinati'l:~g national reH3DtlTc.eS ,a;nd ma:1cinggz-eatar use

of Cmnmmxii;y in~tT!JIDerrts.. Sm."ll and medium si:z€ enterprisEs wiLL he closeLy

ixwoLvedv

Cbmm~nitysoL idadty shoL!Ld also beexpress.ed through j,oint :maJ::lrinery

f~r 1'espomin.g to sU:P1J1y crises a.nd through a. cohe'(;'ent pol icy on pri\Ces~

The CommiBs~onwill be making proposals 
on these matters.

On this basis the CO!lIInWlli ty 7 acting in its oom best interests) will
be able "to de"\rel.c"1" cooperation with the other industrialized nations

launch a. OOT113-truCt i va debate wi ththe oil prod'!ice1:"s aJ:'J.d help :find a

solution to tll$ problems of the developing coU1J.tri,es both through

the transfer of technology am by assisting them to develop their

own energy I"eSo1.R'CS.a"

14.. It is not pos.sible to devise a ne~w model for society, to

secure the Oommunity s politioa1.and. economic autonomy or t;o

gua.:r-a.ni; se Demps t1 ti vene ss ' without

complete mastery .of the most sophisticat'ed technoLogi'es~ Ac'Cumutated

dela,ys., rising costs and the fact that the necessary , e:ffo1:"'~ 

too great fora;ny Member state 11:'0 make individually are aLL compromising

the GOrnnrm:lity s aibility ta c'CIIIlpeir€, insolence .am. t&Chi:lology.. 'The
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need for a proper; response is all the more urgent: the Communi ty

dimension makes it possible to provide this response efficiently

and at minimum cost.

Apart from identifying delays and coordinating new action, the

Commission will support priori ty research programmes in ' energy,

the agri-fo~d industry, environmental protection, nuclear safety
and biotechnology. These Community programmes will promote the

formation of the . mul ti-disciplinary ,European research, teams without

which the quality and integration of r~search, crucial to success,

cannot be attained.

15. The development of these , new technologies - particularly

regarding data transmission systems - and of the industries

launching them is revolutionizing the whole outlook. ,New goods

and services are coming OQ to the market, and demand for them is

expanding. Production conditions are ~hanging and~he basic

pattern of international competition is shifting accordingly.

All this is of particular importance to small firms, for . the

environment in which they work is in a state, of flux and they are

not all equipped, financially or technically, to cope with the

si tuation.

Hence the Community is falling behind the other major industrial

powers. It can catch up if, realizing that this pattern of

development, with all it entails in terms of new forms of,

industrial and social relationships, is both inevitable and

desirable, it then draws the right conclusion and rapidly embarks

ona suitably dynamic programme.
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By adding to the efforts made by European firms and the Member States,

the Community can make an original and prob~bly unique contribution to

the development of new techniques and industries. To this end it must

not only devise and implement the coherent R&D programme referred to

above but also deal with wholly new problems of information and

training. Moreover it must set common standards and exploit all the

possibilities offered by public procurement in the Member States so as

to tap the full potential of this vast market.

16. Finally an active competition P?licy, particularly as applied to

state aids, is also essential.

This policy must ensure that competi tion between Member States is not

distorted. It must offer Community industry a positive incentive to

adapt and at the same time serve as a source of coordination and

economic convergence. For this purpe-s,e, regional needs must be better

defined and the rules of competition must be applied more coherently to

national aids to firms. The application of these rules in the process

of industrial adjustment will assist the drive to modernize the

production apparatus.

The powers assigned to the Commission by the Treaties give it only

partial control over some other policy areas which affect the

competi tiveness of industry. The Community will have to make a fresh

attempt at identifying those areas and taking action, particularly with

regard to transport subsidies, differentiated ' energy prices and certain

tax measures.

17. Yet it is hard to see how the Community can hope to advance in a

balanced, decisive fashion on these various points unless it puts its

budgetary affairs in order.

The Commission I s reflections, and its resulting proposals, concern

essentially the common agricul tl.lral policy, regional' policy and social

policy, given the proportion of the budget which they represent. The

Commission obj ective has been to see that wi thin a limited budgetary

framework, Community financial solidarity should be both more effective

and more equally distributed.
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The Commission has also taken into account the fact that the Community dimension

will b~ further enhanced as the result of the accession of two new Meml:1er States
whose economic and social situation will tend to aggravate a number of existing

problems. .
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...

18. The major effort 'Concerns the common agricultural policy.

Taken as a 1rJhote, the result of twenty years 'Of the appLication of thee.

is positive.

The objectives set by the Treaty of Rome - be it security of food supplies,

satisfaction of c'Onsumers
1 requirements, incr~ased pro:du~tivity or higher farm

incames - have been achieved.

Set ~inst the objectives and. the' results achieved, the total cost of the
common agricult:u.ral policy, which corresponds to 0.5% o-r the Gorrununity"s

GDP, is nctexcessive Rena;tionalization would cost Member Statea more.

Every conntry needs a:n agricultura.;l. policy and it is worth remembering that the

policies pursued by the Community' s main c(XIlpetitors are just as costly.

19. The Camnission con1:!i.ders - indeed this was emphasize-din the te1'mS 'Of

the mandate - tha;i; the tbre~ interrelattfd principLes on which the common
agricultural policy is based - market uni'cy'I Camnunity pre-rerence and

financial solidarity - remain essential. It is neither possible

nor desirable to jettison the l)l~ohanisms of the common- agricultural policy but,

o'n the other hand adjustments are both possible and necessary.

Technological progress and the play of the market organizations mean that

the Community is now more than self-sufficient f,or most major products.
The imperatives of sound market management , combined with budgetary constraints, 

therefore call for , improved control of the unwelcome effects of the operat ion

of market organizat ionfi3..

20.. The Commission has accordingly come to the following ' conclusions:

- farm income considerations , important though they may 'be , ca.mlot be the
sole point of reference -ror fixing guaranteed prices;

- it is nedthel" economically sensible nor financially possible to give

producers a full gu.ara.ntee -rOt' prod.nets in structur.a.l surplu'S;
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given the Cominunity s degree r:, self-sufficiency for most agricultural

product a and bearing consume::,s ' int erests in mind, prices must reflect

market realities more than they have' in the past.

21. Having considered aU the alternatives, the Commissio~ recommends that
future decisions in respect of the c~mmon agricultural policy should be based

on the guidel ines set out below, whi ch should be combined
to achieve the objectives set by the ' Treaty at as Iowa costas possible:

a price policy based on a narrowing of t~e gap between Community prices

and prices applied by its main competitors in the interests of

competi tiven~ss and a hierarchy of prices designed to , improve . the

balance of production;

an active eXport policy which would hor:tour, the Cornmunity s inte~nC!tional

commitments;

modulation of guarantees in line with Community production targets;

an active.structurespolicy tailored to the needs of individual

agri cultural regi ons ;

the possibility of income support subsidies to certain producers in

specific circumstances;

improved quality cont~ol at CommUnity level and tighter financial

control by the Community in the management of EAGGF expenditure;

stricter discipline in relation to national aia.s 1;0 avoid undermining

Community policies.
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22. The policy of common prites remains a central instrument of a common
agricultural policy.

But this policy presupposes

, .

, the smooth operation of the

European Monetary System and a signifi!::ant alignment of inflation rates.

National and Community policies promoting this alignment will make it unnecessary

for price decisions to allow for widely differing national situations.

Price policy must reflect trends on the world market more than' it has in

the past. The Canmission is well aware that 1iorld prices can develop

erratically. This is why .the practica.l implementation of such a price po licy will

vary fran product to product. The Canmunity' s objective should be the

:radUl;).l alignment of guaranteed prices on pricel3 ruling on a better organized

rorld market. This would m~.k-e it possible ~o take advantage of increases
Ln productivity and avoidwindfall profits.

Tothil'l end the Canmunity should pursue a rigorous policy 1iith regard to
prices within its frontiers and adopt a more active export policy deSigned

to stabilize world prices by means of cooperation agreements with other major

exporters. These could be supplemented by long-te:t'll1 export contracts.

A trade strategy of this kind would encourage the emergence of a strong,

well-organized agri-food industry. At the same time it would not damage the

interests of developing co~ntries.

TheCanmission should also monitor imports that might caUse market

imbalances ' and see to it that its canmercial and agricultural policies
are mutually consistent.
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23. Produoers must be made mo:re aware of market realities than they

have been in" the past. T~ this end p!!oduction target' s in terms of volUllle

must be set for every sector at Community level. Once these ,are reached

producers would be required to contribute or the intervention gUarantee

could be t'educed.

These tar-gets would ot necessity, integrate projected market trends and

the degree of sel;f-sufficiency desired. They would aleo allow fot' :imports

flowing ,from the Communityt s international commitmentS and its concern to
take 'its place asa structural supplier on a ~orld market which i $ pers i stent ly

in deficit for a number of essential commodities.

24. Production targets and intervention arrangements would vary from Product
to product.

, For sugar, an effective system is already in operation. For cereals; where
the Community's most efficient farms can compete at world level , payment of

a lowerinte~ention price for tonnages above a production target,
corresponding roughly to domestic consumption, would give a booet to, the
most competitive farms and cut the cost of intervention.

,For milk products , the Commission considers that the objective of controlling
production can only be achieved if the principle of co-responsibility is extended.

If this is not done, other rneasures will .be inevitable.

25. The Commission considers that these changes should be aocanpaniedby

a rigorous quality control policy.

Moreover the Commission should be given its own powers of control in managing

the agricultural funds for which it is responsible.
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The Canmissiont s guidelines on prices and production cannot be
applied in a. vacUUIR t ignoring the UlcOIile problems of certain producers.
This is why it is proposing theintroduct1ont in cer~ain specific cases,

of direct incane subsidies which. given the cost , would be confined to

small, producers. A decision ont-he grant of such subsidies would be taken
by the Canmunity in line with Canmunity criteria. On this basis a C(DDlunity
contribution to their financing' could be envisaged.

27. The problems of producers in regions with a natural han4-icap must bit
seen in a different context. The Community has already taken action on the
problems 01 mountain and peripheral areas.

But the problems of the Mediterral'lean area merit special consideration
given the importance of agriculture in its econany. The market and
stru.ctura+ canponents of the CiJDlll1on agricultural policy should help to improve

the, situation. But they cannot take the place of other policies Or deal
alone with a series 01 questions which reflect a particular econanic
context .

28. Any solution to current difficulties in Mediterr'aneanagriculture must be based
on changes in depth in the attitudes of producers ,md in production structures.

While recognizing that results will take time, the Commission intends ,to propose
that there should be a number of medium-term Community .programmes covering an

integrated pol icy for incomes, markets, production and structures.

25).. In making its contribution to a solution of the dilficulties lacing' agriculture
the Community must keep two principles in mind: ' equivalence and equity. Equi valence

means that , in line with the basic principles of the Treaties, the common

agricultural policy must apply without discrimination to Mediterranean products.

Equity , means that change cannot be allowed to lead to a drqp in living

stcrndards for those involved.
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3Q. The -Community programmes for the Medi,terraneal'") to be prepared by the

Commission will involve both the Commurdty s financia.l and agricultural

instruments. , They will be devised in close collaboration with the ~ember
States concerned so as to incorporate the objectives of national and regional

plans. They will be presented, to the Council and Pa~liament before the end of 1982.

31. - These guidelihes for refoX'l!l of the COlllI!lon agricultural policy leave

the principles on which it is based intact. They 5ntroduce the adj ustments

which must be made "toma:rket management if perverse effects of gains
in pro~uctivity for consumers and the Conununityts budget are to be avoided..

If the guidelines are agreed, their application will mean that

agricultural spending in the years ahead will grow less rapidly thin the Community

own resources, , making it possible tQrelease additional resources to
reinforce community solidar~ty in other sectors.

32. The regional and social, policies are an expression of this solidarity,
which takes on a new urgency in the present economic and social climate.

All the instruments available to these, policies have . expanded rapidly
in recent years: in 1981 the budget is providing some 3 000 million ECU for

regional and social activities. This amount , severely limited in comparison with

national budgets , leaves l~tt Ie roan for flexibility in attaining, the
objectives of the Funds. Admittedly, to this should be added around
4 000 million ECU by way of Community borrowing and lendin~ 'operations.
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33.. That these instruments have proved their worth is shown by their

rate of expansion and the heavy demand within the Community for the

facilities which they provide.. But there is considerable room for

improvement in "tiheir efficiency. This need can be met by concentrating
efforts on the areas of gravest difficulty, by combining the targets and

interventions of the various Community instruments , and finally by

coordinating them with national measures to ensure that Conimuni ty aids
are additional to national ones.

34. The regulations and procedures governing the Regional and Social

Funds pr?vide for their revision by the end of 1981 and in 1982 respectively.
The Commission sets out here a framework for these revisions which will be

elaborated in detail at fhe appropriate time. It also presents some

guidelines for the future of the borrowing and lending mechanisms.

350 The reduction of regional imbalances remains a priority Community

objective. Responsibility in this field lying largely with national
and local authorities , the Community has to base its actions on a wide

range of instruments not exclusively of a financial nature. The

coordination of national regional policies and regional aid systems

with the intervention of the Community' s Regional Fund are
particularly important 1 as is the significanqe attached t.o regional
impact in the definition of other Community policies.

36. As far as the Regional Fund itself is concerned, the Commission

believes that major changes should be made' to enhance the effectiveness
of its interventions and increase it s impact. There is a strong case

for greater concentration of the Fund' s budgetary ,.resources , which are
and are likely to remain inadequate to cope with the development problems

that will increasingly face the Community as it continues to enlarge.
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The ~ection of the Regional Fund at present divided into national quotas

should be adjusted to focus even more on regions suffering severely

from structural underdev~lopment 

The proportion of the Fund' s reSources allocated to the section which

is not divided into national ' quotas ( the non-quot~ section) should be

substantially expanded.. Intervention will be directed more. selectively
to the regions of the ColIlIllU11ity currently suffering most from serious

problems of industria,l decline or from the effects of certain Community-

, policies

Including Greenland and the French overseaS departments.
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Changes in the work i ng and operating criteria of the Fund should

include replacing, support for isolated yrojects , by a new system of

co-financing wi th M~ber states of regional infrastructure programmes

and regional in'\Testment aid schemes, which would incorporate the

individual , Community-aided projects.

37. Community solidarity must also ,be expressed in . the social sphere, in line

with economic and social policy objectives. Priority should henceforth be:

given to job creation. The

traditional role of the Social Fund, which is to increase the geographical

and occupational mobility of workers , will be of greater importance in

the future.

The Community will need to make a special effort in regions where

traditional industries are concentrat , , with the aim of developing a more
imaginative approach to the labour market. Moreover the Social Fund

must be given the necessary resources to ensure that the CommUnity

workforce can adapt adequately and in good time to the joba which will

be created by exploiting new areas of growth and local economic potential.

The Social Fund will therefore have to promote integrated training and

employment programmes , specifically adapted to local and regional

economic conditions. With this in view, the current administratively

complex range of interventions should be reviewed. New emphasi.

should be given to job creation, including aids to essential support

services in the field of information, guidance and technical assistance

and in preparing young people for working life. In addition, the use

of integrated programmes would enable a much closer relationship to be

established with other Community Funds and with national sources of

assistance.
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If it is to act as an effective a.riving force" the Social Fund must be
allocated sufficient resources to produce a real increase in employment

measures , and. partiou~arly in the volume of training. To ensure that the
Fund's operations can be concentrated on essentials and its efforts

coordinated, it should be 'freed frornthe constraints which have 'hitherto
limited. its effectiveness. With this in .mind, the Canunission intends to
present proposals for injecting greater flexibiJ,ity into the ' funds formal

operating procedures.

38.. In the Commission' s view appropriati'Ons for the two Funds will have

to grow fasteJi than the general budget as a whole if they ar,e to attain their'
objectives.

Here, as , elsewhere, the Commission excludes the p-resentation of illusory

budgetary balances via the in~roduction of artificial Community policies.

39:. - While the COmmunity can continue to increase the volume of its borrowing

and lending instrUnients , the Commiesion cons iders that they must

be used to greater effect. In particular it recommends

- an increased emphasis on small and medium sized firms;

- the use of interest subsidies ~n certain priority regions for major programmes other

than those linked to productive investment projects;

- the combined use of borrowing and lending instruments and the structural funds,
notably the Regional Fund, which is already in a posi tion to finance some of the
interest subsidies mentioned , above.

40. The opt ions and guidelines which. the Commission has proposed' are
inevitably dependent on the Community's financial resources. The most effective

us!: of available funds must be seen as a permanent pri~rity. The Commission cannot

accept that an artificial ceiling be put on own resources, and will to propose

1;hat they be -increased when this becomes necessary to achieve agreed objectives.
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41. ~e Commiasion has studied the likely consequences .of its recommendation.s for

the development of the Community budget. It is clear ,that their impLementation

could not have a significant impac~ for some time to corne. The Commission has there-

fore proceeded to examine the budgeta~~ position.

Scrutiny of the struct'\lI'e of expenditure, divided into six main categories,
namely:

administrative expenditure;

reimbursement s;

~pport expendi ture on certain common proj e~ts (industry, energy, research, etc.
structural expenditure

(ERDF, ESF, EAGGF Guidance Section, etc.

aid to non-membe:r countries;

EAGGF Guarantee Section,

shows that utilization 6~ appropriations in the first'. five categories presents
no particular problem for any Member State.

Itr contrast , an anaLysis of the destination of appropriations from the EAGGF
Guarantee Section, which forms the bulk: of the budget , shows that under present

circumstances, the United Kingdom obtains a much smaLLer financial benefit 

from the CAP than the other Member States on account of the speciaL features of

its agriculture. Community solidarity d5=mands that a remedy be found to this

inequitable situation.

As identified in the reference paper presented by the Commission in 1979
(COM(79)462, of 12 September 1979).
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42. The size of the imbalance to be corrected could, 'in the Commission
view, be assessed by cOinparin~ the United Kingdom s share of the Community

gross national product with the 'proportio~ it obtains of EAGaF Guarantee
'Ction expenditure. On the ba!:,; s of this data the amount of compensation

could then be established following simple rules, using a reference period

extending over several years, and with a view to a fairly high level of

Rpensat ion.

43. As this compensation wpuld D~ proVJ.C1ea. DY 'line l.iommuni t;yj,:tself, it

should be financed from the bl.1dget on the basis of the own resources system

' .

44. However, should this be rendered impracticable either by a delBJ' ;in

taking thedecisiona nee.ded to create new own resources (exceedingth~' 1%
limit on VAT) or by the current trend in b'udget expenditure, the_ Commission

wouldenvi sage that consideration be given to a subsidiary measure by which
the Member States which benefit .more from the CAP than their Britjsh partner
would demo..,str.Citetheir ' sol idarity. In practice, the compensation could
be financed by Member States other than theUni ted Kingdom via abatements

on their receipts from -the Community, based' on tJ1e payments -theY-receive
under the EAGGF Guarantee Section. Inestabl ishing theabatement '
percentages, accOunt should be taken of the proposals put forward by the
Commission in this report, to the effect that Community policies must

put. emphasis on solidarity between the more prosper9us Member States and
the less prosperous (particularly Ireland, Greece and Italy).

45. The CoD)Dlission considers ~hat the new measure s~ould apply for a

limi ted period, but long enough for the effects of the new guidelines it

proposes to be felt. The position would be reviewed before the compensation

system expires, notably when : a decision is taken on crea,ting the

additional own resources needed to implement common poli cies.
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The Canmiesion could also propose amendments to the system if this was just'ified
by the development of the common' agricultural policy or other policies, or if

. practical difficultie~ emerged.

46. The funds made available to the United Kingdan should be used to finance acti-
vit ie in that country which accord with Community policies and are'

designed to increase c()llvergence of the ec()llQllies.

. 41. With regard. to the existing financiallllecbanism
l based on the CounciJ.

'Regulatio~ of Ma.y 1976 , as adapted by the 1980 Regulation , the Canmission

will make a report by the end of t~isyear, in order that thi s mechani sm conti nues

in being if it is needed.

48 . The guidelinee which the Canmission has juSt set out in responee to

the mandate given to it on 30 May 1980 tom a coherent package of me.asures
which both correspond to -the framework which was given and c~n be applied in

a relatively shdrt space of time. The impetus gi ven by . the adoption of these

priority measures will be a key element in relaunching the whole development

of the Community.

9. By its very nature,' this report cannot hope to cover the comple~e spectrum

of Conununity activity. Many areas have scarcely been touched upon , such as

the, Commwnity s external relations, and particularly the effort which the

Communi ty is making, and would like to increase, ' in the field of development aid,

Financial mechanism set up by the Council Regulation of 11 May 1916
adapted by the Regulation of 21 October 1980.
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Because of its history, it's geography, thro~gh its power and its economi 
needs, the Community faces the worLd;, where the roLe it pLays and the,

responsibi L ities it beats are highly regarded as a ,source of hope and

confidence, especially in the developing countries. A fu'L fiLmentof-
the poLiticaL alliance entered into by each Member' state ,wilL not onLy

strengtheQ the Community s internaL soLidarity but also endow the

Community with the means to plqy more effectiveLy the role its partners

expect or it. By, strengthening its position on the international
~nomi c stage, the Community wil L be able to make a contri-

but ion to solving worLd problems.

50. A political decision is needed if the Community is to be relaunched.

, This means working together to find solutions which correspond to the
general interest. The Treati es have provided a method -and procedures

for advancing in this way. The Commission has started the process by

outl ining the way forward. It is now for the other institutions to
commit themselves.


